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Wisconsin’s timber wolves went back on the federal endangered species 
list in late June for the third time in 27 months, even though the 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources has considered them 
anything but endangered the past five years. 

That doesn’t mean DNR biologists are discredited in the eyes of the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, which reinstated federal protection June 29. 
Nor does it mean wolves are safer today than June 15, when wolf 
worshipers filed a lawsuit challenging the F&WS’s May 4 decision to delist 
wolves. 

No, this relisting has nothing to do with wolf numbers or DNR scientific 
credibility. It’s simply the F&WS agreeing it should have allowed yet 
another public-comment period before again delisting wolves. 

Procedures are procedures, right? No matter that everyone who cares 
has repeatedly commented on these matters. And no matter that 
Wisconsin’s wolves have increased 80 percent since the DNR deemed 
them unendangered in 2004. 

Yet when the F&WS backed off last week, wolf advocate Michael 
Robinson of the Center for Biological Diversity said: “The wolf population 
has not recovered sufficiently in the Great Lakes region. The comment 
period will allow serious  assessment of scientific information.” 

Ah yes. Timber wolves make scientists of us all. To see what he’s really 
saying, read statements from the Humane Society of the United States, 
which led the relisting effort. The HSUS says delisting wolves would turn 
“their fate over to state killing plans,” and “widespread and 
indiscriminate killings at the hands of state agents, farmers and 
trophy hunters.” 

The HSUS -- a group that has nothing to do with running animal shelters 
-- simply doesn’t want wolves killed for any reason, and federal rules 
make their view universal. Its chief counsel, Jonathan Lovvorn, says the 
F&WS’s decision was a “much-needed opportunity to reconsider the 
failed wolf-management policies of the past, and hopefully put to rest 
the states’ reckless plans to start sport hunting and trapping imperiled 
wolves.” 

Robinson adds: “Poaching and persecution remain severe threats to 
wolves in the Upper Midwest and elsewhere.” 

Really? Show us where. What the HSUS never acknowledges is that state 
wildlife agencies are largely responsible for reviving wolf populations in 
northern Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan. In fact, objective people 
look at their DNR’s performances and see cause for applause. 
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In 1989, Wisconsin’s DNR thought 100 was an optimistic population 
goal. By 1999, state management and protection pushed wolf numbers 
beyond 100. In fact, upon further review, the DNR said it would remove 
wolves from Wisconsin’s endangered list if their numbers topped 250, 
and it set our long-term management goal at 350. 

No problem. When estimates showed wolves numbered at least 373 in 
late winter 2004, the DNR removed them from the endangered species 
list. After continued review and public comment, the federal government 
delisted Great Lakes wolves for the first time in March 2007. 

Then the yo-yo battles heated up. A lawsuit and technicality restored the 
wolf’s endangered status in September 2008. Then, soon after estimates 
put Wisconsin’s wolves’ minimum number at about 650 six months later, 
the feds delisted them in May. Six weeks later, another lawsuit officially 
“re-endangered” them, and there they’ll remain until after the next 60-
day public-comment period. 

Obviously, for all the accusations about irresponsible state management, 
Wisconsin protects its wolves. From 1979 through 2008, the DNR 
verified 69 illegal wolf kills. Of those, 49 occurred the past 10 years, or 
less than five annually. 

That’s a “severe” poaching problem? 

And as Wisconsin assumed total control of wolf-management duties the 
past two years, wolf numbers hit record highs. Even so, landowners or 
permit holders shot only eight problem wolves under the state’s rules. 

That’s “severe” persecution? 

Such language is rhetoric, not scientific. Then again, no one who follows 
wolf issues expects objective review from outdoors extremists, whether 
their intent is to idolize, plunder or exploit. 

While most people patiently let science reveal the facts that shape public 
policies, folks on the fringe prefer to shape facts to fit individual beliefs. 
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